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RULES FOR SAFE TRACTOR OPERATION 
1. Be sure the gear shift lever is in neutral before cranking the engine. 
2. Always engage the clutch gently, especially when going up hill or 
pulling out of a ditch. 
3. When driving on highways, or to and from fields, be sure that both 
wheels are braked simultaneously when making an emergency stop. 
4. Always ride ' on seat or stand on platform of tractor. Never ride on 
drawbar of tractor or drawn implement. 
5. When tractor is hitched to a stump or heavy load, always hitch to 
drawbar and never take up the slack of chain with a jerk. 
6. Use extra care when working on hillsides, Watch out for holes or 
ditches into which a wheel may drop and cause tractor to overturn. 
7. When going down steep hills or grades, .always keep the tractor in gear. 
8. Always drive tractor at speeds slow enough to insure safety, especially 
over rough ground or near ditches. . 
9. Reduce speed before making a turn or applying brakes. The hazard of 
overturning the tractor increases four times when speed is doubled. 
10. Always stop power take-off before dismounting from tractor. 
11. Never dismount from tractor when it is in motion. Wait until it stops. 
12. Never permit persons other than the driver to ride on tractor when it 
is in operation . . 
13. Never stand between tractor and drawn implement when hitching. Use 
an iron hook to handle drawbar. 
14. Do not put on or remove belt from belt pulley while the pulley is in 
motion. 
15. Should engine overheat, be careful when refilling radiator. 
16. Never refuel tractor while engine is running or extremely hot. 
17. When tractor is attached to a power implement, be sure that all power 
line shielding is in place. 
A CAREFUL OPERATOR ALWAYS IS TilE BEST INSURANCE 
AGAINST AN ACCIDENT! 
Farm Tractors 
Their Care, Operation and Maintenance 
MACK M. JONES AND LLOYD E. HIGHTOWER 
Good care of a tractor makes for lower fuel and oil costs, 
lower repair costs, longer life and more satisfactory operation. 
Caring for a tractor properly is not difficult. It is the purpose of 
this bulletin to outline the important points in the care and 
operation of a tractor. 
Major repairs should be attempted only by competent me-
chanics.-With proper care from the operator, major repairs or 
overhauls will be required only at long intervals, and many types 
of repairs may be avoided altogether. Such major repairs as 
the replacement of pistons, piston rings, cylinder sleeves, and 
engine bearings, should be done only by those who are properly 
equipped and know how to do such work. Some farmers are 
sufficiently skilled to do this work themselves, but many are 
not. Authorized dealers are usually well equipped to render 
such service. Every operator even though he may not · be able 
to do major repairing, can certainly learn to take care of his 
tractor so as to insure satisfactory, trouble-free service over 
long periods. 
THE AIR CLEANER 
Dust and dirt in an engine, even in small quantities, will do 
serious damage. Since tractors "breathe" in enormous quanti-
ties of air to burn fuel, and since they often work under very 
dusty conditions, they are equipped with air cleaners. Prac-
tically no dirt can enter the tractor engine through the intake 
system if its air cleaner is properly cared for and serviced. If an 
air cleaner is neglected, however, serious damage may result 
to a tractor in even a few hours. 
Air in passing through a cleaner continually draws oil from 
an oil cup or reservoir at the bottom of the cleaner and up 
into the fine-mesh gauze filter. The oil then drains back to 
the bottom of the cleaner. The filter is thereby kept oily, 
enabling it to trap particles of dust as the air passes through. 
As the oil drains back down into the cup, it carries the particles 
of dust with it. Dust and dirt therefore accumulate in the . 
bottom of the oil cup. 
Servicing the Air Cleaner.-Three points are important in 
caring for the air cleaner: 
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1. Service it as often as needed. (Inspect it once a day, or 
even more often under severe conditions.) 
2. Refill with oil of the proper weight or S.A.E. No. when 
servicing. 
3. Refill to the proper level. Do not overfill. 
When to Service Cleaner.-When there is very little dust, the 
tractor may operate for several days before the air cleaner will 
need servicing, while under extremely dusty conditions it may 
need to be cleaned every half day. It should be cleaned when-
ever as much as 1)[, inch of sediment has accumulated' in the 
bottom of the oil cup, or whenever the oil has thickened ap-
preciably. Very fine particles of dust may stay in suspension, 
causing the oil to thicken, rather than settle out and form sedi-
ment in the cup. 
Fig. I.-Neglect of the air cleaner may 
cause serious damage. It should be in· 
specled once a day, oftener under ex-
tremely dusty conditions. 
Fig. 2.-After the air cleaner cup has been 
emptied and cleaned, refill to the proper level 
wilh clean oil of correct weight. (See instruc-
tion book.) Do not overfil l. 
Modern tractor air cleaners are serviced by simply emptying 
the oil from the oil cup, cleaning out all accumulated dirt, and 
refilling with clean oil of the proper weight or S. A. E. No. to the 
level indicated on the oil cup. 
The bottom of the gauze filter should also be inspected. Any 
leaves, straw, chaff, corn silks, etc. which have accumulated 
should be removed. The gauze filter should be removed and 
washed in kerosene or tractor fuel at least once or twice a year 
and more often under severe conditions. This usually requires 
the removal of the cleaner from the tractor. 
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Refill Oil Reservoir to Proper Level.-It is very important that 
the oil cup or reservoir be filled to exactly the proper level as 
indicated on the cleaner. Filling too full will cause some oil to be 
drawn over into the engine, o(trrying dirt with it. On the other 
hand, insufficient oil will reduce the washing action of the cleaner 
and lower its efficiency. 
Weight and Quality of Oil for Air Cleaner.-The recommended 
weight or S. A. E. No. of the oil for the air cleaner is usually 
indicated on the cleaner itself or in the tractor instruction book. 
For cleaners on newer tractors, the oil should usually be of the 
same S. A. E. No. as that used in the engine. It is essential that 
the oil be light enough to be picked up easily by the air and 
carried up into the filter. If too heavy an oil is used, the clean-
. ing action of the cleaner will be impaired, and the nIter may 
become partly clogged, causing a choking effect on the engine, 
and increasing fuel consumption. 
Most tractor manufacturers recommend the use of new oil 
when the cleaner is serviced. New oil is of known viscosity, 
and it will usually retain its initial viscosity better and collect 
more dirt and maintain its level in the reservoir better than 
crank case drainings. Used oil is frequently diluted with un-
burned fuel, which will be removed by the air passing through 
the cleaner, causing the oil to thicken and the level to drop. 
Also, used oil may contain dirt and carbon in suspension and 
will not wash the filter of the air cleaner as effectively as clean 
oil. Oil for the air cleaner need not be of premium quality, 
because a cheaper oil (if it does not thicken too much in cold 
weather) is quite satisfactory. 
Keep Connections Tight Between Air Cleaner and Engine.-
Gaskets and hose connections between the air cleaner and the 
engine may in time develop leaks. Such leaks may easily 
admit dirty air to the engine and cause excessive wear. Worn 
bearings around the carburetor choke shaft or the throttle shaft, 
particularly on older model tractors, may admit damaging 
amounts of dirty air. Gaskets between the carburetor and the 
intake manifold, and between the intake manifold and the engine 
head or block, should likewise be kept tight. 
Pre-Cleaners.-Many tractors are equipped with pre-cleaners 
to remove chaff and larger particles of dirt from the air before 
it g~es to the regular air cleaner. These p·re-cleaners are gen-
erally of . the inertia type, causing the air to make sharp turns, 
thus throwing the heavier particles of dirt outward and separat-
ing them from the air. Most such cleaners require only oc-
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casional attention. Some tractors are also equipped with high 
intake pipes to take the air from higher levels whieh are freer 
from dust and dirt. . 
Air Cleaner on Crankcase Breather.-A small air cleaner is 
commonly provided on the engine crankcase breather to prevent 
dust and dirt from entering at this point. It consists essentially 
of oily fiber or· metal gauze ,through which the air is drawn. 
Such cleaners should be washed in kerosene or fuel, and then 
drained, and re-oiled periodically in accordance with . the in-
structions on the cleaner or in the instruction book. 
It is important to let the filter drain thoroughly after wash-
ing and before re-oiling. Otherwise, fuel remaining on the 
filter will thin the oil and lower the dust-Gatching efficiency of 
the filter. 
The frequency with which a breather cleaner should be serviced 
varies considerably and depends upon its type, its location on 
the engine, and the conditions under which it is used. Some 
cleaners should be serviced once a day or even oftener under very 
dusty conditions. The instruction book is the operator's best 
guide on this point. 
ADJUSTING THE CARBURETOR 
Correct adjustment of the carburetor is required for most 
satisfactory and economical operation of the tractor. It is easily 
possible to waste 10 percent of the fuel by a poorly adjusted 
carburetor. Too rich a mixture not only wastes fuel, but it may 
also cause oil dilution, sluggish operation, and excessive carbon 
deposits. An extremely lean mixture, strange as it may seem, 
may actually result in higher fuel consumption than a mixture 
of proper proportions. If the mixture ' Is too lean, the engine 
will lack power, causing the governor to open the throttle valve 
wider to admit more fuel, and result in burning more total fuel 
for a given job than would be required if the mixture were 
somewhat richer. Too lean a mixture may also cause overheating 
. and possibly burning of the exhaust values. 
An operator should not continually' change or tinker with 
the carbureto~ adjustment, but he should not hesitate to adjust 
it for different fuels or load • conditions. 
Three Main Adjustments.-Tractor carburetors commonly 
have three adjustments: the idling speed adjustment, the idling 
mixtu'fe adjustment, and the high speed or load mixture adjust-
ment. Some tractors which are designed to operate on gasoline 
only: do :not have the high speed mixture adjustment, but are 
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equipped with carburetors with nonadjustable high speed jets. 
This is common practice also on automobiles. 
PI':. J.-FueJ mix tu re nd ju!ltmrnll on lyr ical ca rburetors. Each ca rbu re tor allo has 0 throttl e 
gtt )J sc rew to rellulate th e idling I peed. t il enl il ), pou ibl e to waste 10 percent of the fu el 
with a poorly adJul ted carburetor. 
The Idling Speed Adjustment.- If the engine runs too fast 
when set for slow speed, or if it runs too slow and frequently 
stops, then the idling speed adjustment should be changed. This 
is very easy to do. The stop screw which limits the closing 
of the throttle valve, is adjusted until the engine idles at the 
desired speed. After the tractor has been used for considerable 
time, the end of this stop screw may become worn, allowing 
the valve to close too far and causing the engine to stop. 
The idling speed should be set somewhat higher for burning 
distillate than for burning gasoline. The higher speed helps 
to maintain suitable engine temperatures. 
Warm Up Engine Before Adjusting Carburetor.- A good ad-
justment of the carburetor cannot be made until the engine is 
at normal operating t mperature. If the carburetor adj ustments 
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have been changed or tampered with, approximate adjustments 
may have to be made in order to get the engine started, Opening 
the mixture adjusting screws 1 to IV2 turns will usually allow 
the engine to start and warm up. Definite instructions are 
usually found in the instruction book. 
The Idling Mixture Adjustment.-Once the engine is thorough-
ly warm, the idling mixture adjustment is made by first setting 
the speed control lever for slowest speed, and then turning the 
idling mixture adjusting screw one way or the other until the 
engine runs best. The idling system of the carburetor furnishes 
most of the fuel at light loads or slow speeds, and, therefore, 
the idling adjustment is very important in securing high fuel 
efficiency at part load. If changing the idling mixture adjustment 
does not affect the engine operation, it is likely that the float 
level is too high or the float valve is leaking. 
The High-speed Mixture Adjustment.-This adjustment 
should likewise be made only after the engine is thoroughly 
warm. To make it, set the · governor · control lever for high speed, 
and turn the high-speed mixture adjusting screw in, giving a 
leaner mixture until the engine misses or backfires, and then 
back the screw out a little until the engine runs best. After the 
tractor is put under load it may prove advisable to, re-adjust 
this screw a little, making the mixture slightly richer . or leaner 
to give best operation. The mixture should be kept as lean 
as possible and yet give good smooth operation. 
It is better to make the high-speed or load adjustment with 
the engine under load whenever possible. This is easily done 
when the tractor is doing belt work, but not when doing drawbar 
work. When pulling at the drawbar, tbe-'operator would have 
to walk beside the tractor to adJust the carburetor. This is a 
very dangerous practice, and should never be attempted except 
when there is someone alert at the controls to stop the tractor 
instantl:y;in case the man walking beside the tractor should 
stumble. 
Saving Fuel at Light Loads.-When a tractor is to be operated 
at light load for considerable time, it may be advisable to set 
the load mixture somewhat leaner. Some carburetors automa-
tically give leaner mixtures at part loads and others do not. 
The mixture should not be set too lean, however, as an extremely 
lean mixture will give poor operation and may actually increase 
fuel consumption slightly. 
Another way of saving fuel at light drawbar work, is to operate 
in the highest practical gear, but with the engine throttled to 
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give the desired travel speed. The engine thus runs slower, 
but each time a cylinder fires, it burns a larger charge of fuel 
and burns it more efficiently. 
Pig. 4.-Tbere are two good WAy. to .ave fuel on liiht loads: 
(1) Ope rate i ll n h illhel' !lear but wi th th e engine throul eu down. 
(2) Be l u re the load mixtu re adj ustment 011 the carburetor ii le t UI 
lean aa Will iive aood operation. 
Richer Mixtures May be Needed for Heavy Loads.-When 
operating under full load or nearly full load, or when quick 
response is required to changes in load, as when operating a 
power-take-off-driven combine, the mixture may need to be set 
a little richer than normal. 
Carburetor Float Valves.-After two or three years of service, 
a carburetor float valve and float valve seat may become worn 
enough to require rep lac ment. A worn valve and valve seat may 
leak, allowing the carburetor to overflow or drip when the tractor 
is standing idle. It may also allow too high a float level in 
the carburetor when running and cause too rich a mixtur . This 
is particularly serious on carburetors with non-adjustable high-
speed jets. If in doubt as to how to replace the float valve and 
seat, it may be best to leave this job to an experienced mechanic. 
The float arm or lever may r quire bending after a new valve 
and seat are installed, in order to hold the fuel in the carburetor 
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bowl at the proper level. The float should usually be level when 
the ,float valve is in the closed position. 
Clean Sediment Bowl and Fuel Line Screens.-A sediment 
trap is commonly placed in the fuel line to prevent dirt and 
water from entering the carburetor. The bowl of such a trap 
Fig. 5.-The sed iment bowl and fu el ae reen should be cleaned frequen tl y. I n removi ng tbe 
bowl, give it a gentl e twi s t to avoid breaking th e gasket. 
Fig, 6.-Many traetors bave fuel screens at the entrance to th e carburetors. Such a screen 
should be removed and cleaned occasionally, 
needs to be removed and cleaned occasionally. To r emove the 
bowl, the retaining bail or nut is first loosened and then the 
bowl is given a gentle twist. Pulling straight down may break 
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the bowl gasket. The fuel screen in the trap should be removed 
and cleaned also while the bowl is off. 
A fine mesh screen is also commonly located in the fuel line 
at the entrance of the carburetor. This screen should be re-
moved and cleaned occasionally. Particles of dirt, if allowed 
to get into the carburetor, may lodge in some of the small 
passages and cause trouble. 
Removing Gum from Carburetor Parts.-Gummy deposits 
which sometimes form in carburetors may be dissolved with 
a mixture of equal parts of alcohol and benzol, or with acetone. 
These solvents should be kept off cork floats, however, as they 
might dissolve the shellac or varnish on the floats. The jets of a 
carburetor should never be cleaneg with a small wire, because 
of the danger of enlarging the passages, which would seriously 
impair the operation of the carburetor. 
Keep Carburetor Gaskets Tight.-The fuel bowl covers of 
most tractor carburetors are made air-tight by means of gaskets. 
Therefore the screws which hold the covers in place should be 
kept tight. In many carburetors there is a partial vacuum in 
the fuel bowl when the tractor is operating under moderate loads, 
in order to make the mixture slightly leaner. Leaky gaskets 
would let air in and thus prevent the proper operation of such 
carburetors, as well as allow dirt to get inside. 
TRACTOR FUELS 
Whether to Burn Gasoline or Distillate.-l\fost tractors are 
of the two-fuel type and, will burn either gasoline or distillate. 
The fuel to burn in this type of tractor can best be decided from 
a consideration of the conditions on any particular farm. One 
fuel might be better for one set of conditions, and ~nother 
fuel for a different set of conditions. 
The main reason for burning distillate instead of gasoline is 
to lower the fuel cosU!. Whether an important saving can be 
made or not will depend primarily upon (1) the difference in the 
price per gallon, and (2) the total amount ,of fuel burned per 
year. When the difference in price is small or when the amount 
used per year is small, then the saving will be small and would 
. hardly justify burning of distillate. On the other hand, when 
the difference in price is several cents per gallon and many 
hundred gallons are burned, then . a considerable saving may 
be made by burning the cheaper fuel. 
Distillate Has More Energy Per Gallon.--In comparing the two 
fuels, it should be remembered that a two-fuel tractor will de-
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velop more power and will do considerably more work on a gallon 
of distillate than a gallon of gasoline. This does not hold when 
comparing two tractors with different compression ratios, how-
ever. A gallon oi.gasoline burned in a high-compression tractor 
will produce about the same amount of work as a gallon of 
distillate burned in a two-fuel tractor. 
When distillate is burned, much greater care must be exercised 
to keep the engine hot; and more frequent changes of oil will 
likely be required, thus increasing the oil costs. 
Even though distillate is to be burned for heavier work, such 
as plowing, it is usually better to burn gasoline for the lighter 
work, particularly if the jobs are short, and for cold weather 
operation, because of the difficulty of keeping the engine hot on 
such work and because of the trouble and inconvenience of start-
ing on gasoline and switching to distillate later. The amount 
of fuel used on such jobs is usually small and the saving made 
by the use of a cheaper fuel would not be large. 
Advantages of Burning Gasoline.-The use of gasoline as a 
tractor fuel has certain advantages that in some cases outweigh 
the saving in fuel cost that could be made by burning distillate. 
Burning gasoline eliminates the trouble and inconvenience of 
keeping two kinds of fuel and of starting on gasoline and later 
switching to distillate. With gasoline there is usually less oil 
used. Also the use of gasoline may be considered more fool-proof 
on two-fuel tractors, in that there is less danger from oil dilution, 
poor lubrication, rapid wear, etc. in case a careless or inexperi-
enced operator allows the engine to run too cold. 
Precautions in Burning DistiIlate.-To insure good results in 
burning distillate, certain precautions must be observed. The 
mail} point is to start the engine on gasoline and warm it up 
thoroughly before switching to distillate, and then keep the 
engine hot all the time it is burning distillate. The manifold 
heat regulator should be set in the hot position, except for 
extremely heavy loads or very hot weather. The radiator shutters 
or curtain should be closed until the engine is hot, and then 
opened just enough to keep the water from boiling. Distillate 
requires much more heat for vaporization than gasoline, and if 
a fuel is not thoroughly vaporized, . it cannot be completely 
burned. This not only causes a waste of fuel, but also causes 
rapid carbonizing of cylinders and dilution of the lubricating 
oil with unburned fuel, leading to poor lubrication, increased 
wear, and higher repair costs. 
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Even though the fuel is thoroughly vaporized when it enters 
the engine cylinders, it may condense on the cylinder walls if 
they are too cool. This means that the water in the cooling 
system, particularly the water entering the water jackets from 
the radiator, must be kept at a relatively high temperature. 
Pill. 8.- It paya to warm up the 
Fill. 7.- Keep the manif old beAt re,ul ator (lee arrow) enlline before puttini it under load, 
.et in the prol,er pOli tion- ul uall y ih the bot pOlition when and then to keep it warm. Watch 
burnin /l" distil ate and in the cold \>Clition when burninll the temperature iaie and adiult the 
iatoline. In tbe hot lellini th e exhault hal a mumed radiator curtain or I hutters accord· 
lound. ini ly. 
A good temperature gage or indicator is essential when burn-
ing distillate so that the operator may know at all times whether 
his engine is up to the desired temperature or not. When burning 
distillate water temperatures of 190 to 200 degrees, just under 
the boiling point, should be maintained in the cooling system. 
Temperatures of 165 to 180 degrees would be satisfactory for 
burning gasoline, but not satisfactory for burning distillate. 
The adjustment of the radiator shutters or curtain should be 
carefully watched when burning distillate. A thermostat cannot 
be considered as a substitute for a radiator curtain or shutters, 
even though it may be quite valuable when used in connection 
with these devices. A thermostat will not let water circulate 
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Fig. 9.-The metal man ifold shield should be in place wben bu rni ng 
dis tillate except poss ibly (or very heavy loads or hot weatber. I t shoul d 
be removed when bu rn in g gaso1ine. except in cold weather. 
Pig. IO.-Ad ju stin g the radintor curtain . Fail-
ure to keep the engine a t p roper operati ng tern· 
perature ca uses waste of fueL poor lubrication, 
Ipss of power and ultimately bigli r epair cost. 
freely through the cooling system until the water in the top of the 
water jacket reaches the desired temperature. It cannot prevent 
over cooling in the radiator, however, and too low temperatures 
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in the lower part of the water jackets. 
Burning Gasoline in a Two-Fuel Tractor.-When gasoline is 
to be burned in a two-fuel tractor, the following points should 
be observed: 
1. Set the manifold heat regulator to the cold position, at least 
after the tractor is warm. 
2'. Adjust the carburetor for gasoline. 
3. Use spark plugs suited to burning gasoline. (See Page 
32.) , 
4. Remove the metal manifold shield except in cold weather. 
If the manifold heat regulator is set in the hot position, the 
incoming fuel may be overheated and overexpanded, preventing 
the tractor from developing its full power. Burning of valves 
may also result. 
Setting the Exhaust Heat Damper or Regulator.-The proper 
setting of the exhaust heat regulator may be determined by 
listening to the exhaust. When set to apply heat to the incoming 
fuel, the exhaust will have a muffled sound; and when set in the 
cold position, the exhaust gases go directly out the exhaust pipe 
and give a much louder sound. 
Advantages of High-Compression Engines.-Where regular 
grade gasolines are to be used exclusively, there are two im-
portant advantages in using high-compression engines instead 
of low-compression or two-fuel engines: (1) A considerable 
increase in power, and (2) more work done per gallon of gaso-
line used. With high-compression engines, however, distillate 
or low-grade gasoline cannot be burned. Because of the increased 
power and efficiency of high-compression engines, some tractor 
owners convert their two-fuel tractors to high-compression trac-
tors when major overhauls are required, by installing high-
compression heads or pistons. In some cases, it may be advis~ble, 
also, to change manifolds, spark plugs, and possibly other parts. 
Octane Rating of Fuels.-The fuel used in a tractor should 
have an octane or anti-knock rating suited to the compression of 
that particular tractor. A fuel which burns with excessive 
pinging or knocking may cause overheating, stuck valves, broken 
piston rings, damaged bearingS", broken spark plug insulators, 
or blownout gaskets. Occasional momentary knocking or pinging 
is not serious, however, and may indicate that the octane rating 
of the fuel and the compression of engine are well matched. 
The higher the compression of an engine, the higher the octane 
rating ;of the fuels it should burn. The use of ,a high octane 
gasoline in a low compression engine is poor economy because 
a gasoline of lower octane ratinsr and which is cheaper will do 
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just as well. Many tractors with. moderately high-compression 
require regular grades of gasoline when doing heavy work, 
but may perform satisfactorily on third grade gasoline when 
doing lighter work. 
Kerosene as a Tractor Fuel.-Kerosene was at one time ex-
tensively used as a tractor fuel. It is only seldom used now, 
however, and then only in older model tractors having very low-
compression engines. Kerosene has too Iowan octane value and, 
therefore, will detonate or ping too much for satisfactory use in 
engines of moderately high-compression. 
·Storage of Fuel.-After selecting a good fuel suited in octane 
rating to the compression of the engine, it should be stored and 
handled carefully. The following points are important: 
1. Keep it clean. Handle it in only dirt-free containers and 
measurers. 
2. Do not keep gasoline in storage too long-usually not over 
three months, and preferably for shorter periods, par-
ticularly in summer. 
3. Protect fuel drums from direct sunshine if possible, and 
from entrance of moisture from rain or snow. 
If fuel drums are placed on end and water is allowed to ac-
cumulate around the screw plugs in the end, some water is likely 
to get inside. Because the air inside expands and contracts with 
changes in temperature, there is suction inside the drum at cer-
tain times which tends to draw water in around the screw plugs, 
even if they are reasonably tight. 
Gum tends to form in gasoline which is stored for long periods, 
particularly in hot weather. This gum then collects on the inside 
of fuel tanks, fuel lines, in the carburetor and the intake mani-
fold, and on piston rings . and valves, sometimes even causing 
valves to stick and stop the engine. Hence the precaution against 
long storage. 
Some operators when using gasoline only in a two-fuel tractor, 
will keep the small starting tank filled with gasoline for emer-
gency use in case the main tank should run empty. When this 
practice is followed the gasoline in the small tank should be 
used out frequent,ly and replaced. Otherwise, there may be trouble 
from formation of gum in the gasoline in the small tank. 
Drain Fuel Tanks When Tractor is Stored.-If a tractor is 
not to be used for several weeks the fuel should be drained 
from the carburetor and the whole fuel system and then the 
drain cocks left open in order .. to avoid the formation of gum, 
and the collection of moisture. 
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ENGINE WARM-UP 
One of the most important points in the proper care of a 
tractor, regardless of the kind of fuel used, is to thoroughly warm 
up the engine before putting it under load. In cold weather, 
particularly when burning distillate, the radiator shutters or 
curtain should be closed before starting the engine, and left 
closed until the engine is thoroughly warm. Then the shutters 
or curtain should be opened just enough to keep the engine 
temperature from running too high. 
Failure to warm up the engine and to keep it warm causes 
incomplete burning of the fuel, oil dilution and poor lubrication. 
This in turn causes rapid wear of vital parts, loss of power, and 
higher repair costs. In cold weather another complication arises 
from cold engine operation-accumulation of moisture in the 
crankcase. 
When a gallon of fuel is burned in an engine, more than a 
gallon of water is formed as one of the products of combustion. 
Under normal conditions this water is at a very high temperature 
and in the form of invisible vapor and passes out the exhaust 
pipe. Some exhaust gases blow by the piston rings, however, 
carrying moisture down into the crankcase where it will condense 
if crankcase temperatures are low. This water then con~ributes 
to lubrication difficulties. See page 21. Blow-by is much worse 
on worn engines than on engines in good condition; and much 
worse during the warm-up period than after the engine reaches 
normal temperature. 
Proper warm-up not only minimizes the blow-by, but also 
makes for more complete burning of the fuel and less dilution 
of the oil with unburned fuel. Allowing a few minutes to warm 
up also warms the oil and gets it well circulated to all wearing 
pa:rts before the engine is placed under load. 
Some tractors are equipped with thermostats in the cooling 
systems to prevent circulation of the cooling water until the 
desired temperature has been reached-about 165 0 to 185°F. for 
gasoline and about 1900 to 200°F. for distillate. These thermo-
stats, as well as radiator shutters or curtains, greatly help in 
warming up an engine. 
Let Engine Idle a Moment ]lefore Stopping.-It is also a good 
plan to let the engine idle for a minute or two before stopping 
it. This allows valves or any overheated parts to cool more 
gradually and with less danger of warping. Also, the piston, 
cylinder, and valve temperatures lower gradually and there is 
less danger of oil "stewing" on hot surfaces and forming varnish-
like residues. See page 19. 
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ENGINE LUBRICATION 
Faulty lubrication results in rapid wear, loss of power and 
early and expensive repairs. The main points to observe regard-
ing engine lubrication are: 
1. Use good oil of the proper viscosity or S. A. E. No. 
l ' .g. ll.- Be sure to check the oil level 
in th e clIgine once or twi ce a day. and 
add oil as may be required. 
2. Use only clean measures and funnels. 
3. Check the quantity of oil in the engine frequently, adding 
oil as may be required. 
4. Drain the oil and refill with fresh clean oil as often as 
needed. 
5. Service the oil filter regularly. 
6. Always warm the engine up thoroughly before putting it 
under load. 
What is Good Oil?-Various qualities of oil are available on 
the market. Most oil companies supply several different qualities 
at different prices. Certain desirable properties or qualities are 
"built into" oils in the refinery. The cost of such refinery pro-
cesses is reflected in the selling price. For example, certain oils 
are treated to resist break-down or oxidation in use, and such 
oils cost more than those not so treated. Unfortunately there 
are no simple tests that may be made to determine the suitability 
of oils for use in an engine. The best procedure is to buy oils 
of known quality from reputable companies. The better oils 
flow freely at low temperatures, are consumed less rapidly be-
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tween drains, form less carbon in the engine, thin less at high 
engine temperatures, and resist the formation of sludge, cor-
rosive acids and "varnish." 
The cost of lubricating oil is a very small part of the total 
cost of owning and operating a tractor. It is therefore not wise 
to take chances on the use of oil of unknown quality in an at-
tempt to lower an already small cost. 
Viscosity or Weight of OiI.-It is most important that the oil 
used in an engine be of suitable viscosity or 8. A. EI. No. Most 
late model tractors use S. A: E. 30. oil in summer and S. A. E. 20 
or S. A. E. 10 oil in winter. The proper number, as recommended 
by the manufacturer, is indicated in the instruction book, or on 
the engine; or the recommendation of the oil company may be 
accepted. 
The use 0:1; too heavy oil will greatly increase wear when the 
engine is first started, because heavy oil cannot flow freely to 
all the wearing surfaces, resulting in poor lubrication and rapid 
wear. In most ca.ses the greatest rate of wear takes place just 
after the engine is started. The use of a heavy oil to decrease 
"oil pumping" past the piston rings is usually not effective and 
may cause certain engine parts to be poorly lubricated. 
On the other hand, too light an oil may not withstand the pres-
sures in the bearings after the engine gets hot and the oil becomes 
thinner. Therefore, the oil should be light enough to flow to 
all parts when the engine is first started, yet it should be heavy 
enough to withstand the heat and pressure when the engine is 
operating under heavy load. 
Frequency of Changing OiI.-Oil is drained and discarded 
because it becomes contaminated with various impurities which 
accumulate in the oil in use, and because it would deteriora.te 
if used too long. .Oil deteriorates principally by oxidation, re-
sulting in the formation of certain undersirable compounds, 
principally acids and a kind of sludge or "varnis.h." Such de-
terioration usually takes place only after long periods of use 
in engines that are operated at high temperatures under heavy 
loads. Troubles from such deterioration of oil may be avoided 
by the use of good oils and by draining at intervals recommended 
by the manufacturer of the tractor. 
Oil contamination, as distingqished from deterioration, is 
caused by the accumulation of dirt, carbon, water, sludge, un-
burned fuel, metal wearings, etc. After a certain amount of 
such contaminants get in the oil, its lubricating qualities are so 
seriously impaired that it should be drained and replaced with 
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clean new oil. Oil filters can and do remove much of the dirt, 
grit and sludge, and thus improv.e the condition of the oil in an 
engine, but filters cannot do a perfect job of reclaiming oil, nor 
can they make oil last indefinitely. 
Fi i . 12.- Regulor draining o f the oil nnel r efilling 
with fre~h cl ~a ll oil is One of the most important 
points in tractor maintenance. 
The rate at which oils become contaminated depends largely 
upon the conditions under which the engine is operated. Dust 
and dirt accumulate faster under dusty conditions; metal wear-
ings accumulate faster when an engine is new and is being 
"broken in;" water and unburned fuel accumulate faster in cold 
weather and when the engine is operated for short periods rather 
than for long periods, etc. Operation on distillate usually causes 
the oil to become diluted with unburned fuel and require more 
frequent oil drains. With the use of good oil and with careful 
tractor Qperation, drain periods of from 60 to 120 hours are 
usually safe. The instruction book is the best guide on fre-
quency of draining. 
Water in the Crankcase.-Water often accumulates in the 
crankcase of an engine principally from condensation of moisture 
in the exhaust gases which blo:w by the piston rings. (Exhaust 
gases contain an immense amount of moisture. When a gallon 
of fuel is burned, more than a gallon of water in the fonn of 
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vapor or steam is formed in the engine .cylinders.) Moisture 
from blow by gases causes trouble mainly in engines with worn 
pistons, rings, and cylinders, and in engines which are operated 
on light loads or short jobs in cold weather without being care-
fully warmed up. Some water may also get into the crankcase 
from leaks in the cooling system or by condensation from the air 
inside the crankcase. 
Fia. lJ.- Oil ia n very .mnll part of the coat of 
owni nll' and operatinll' a tractor. Use iOOd oil. Keep 
all mea.ure. and I unnel. clenn. 
Drain Water from Crankcase.-If an engine has been operated 
under conditions favorable for formation and collection of water 
in the crankcase, it is a good plan to loosen the crankcase drain 
plug one or two turns to allow any water to drain out. It is not 
necessary to completely remove the plug. In extreme cases in 
cold weather, water may accumulate and freeze over the inlet 
to the oil pump if it is not drained, and thus prevent cir-
culation of oil to the bearings and other vital parts. In case 
the oil pressure does not come up after a half minute of operation, 
the engine should be stopped; otherwise, serious damage may 
result. 
Water Mixed with Oil and Dirt Forms Sludge.- When water 
is mixed with oil and dirt or carbon, it forms water sludge-
a dirty, sticky, black substance which accumulates on the engine 
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parts inside the crankcase. In extreme cases it may clog the oil 
screen at the inlet of the oil pump, or the oil lines and passages. 
(Another type of sludge, usually called "varnish," also results 
when oil breaks down under heavy use.) Troubles from water 
and sludge are much more prevalent in cold weather, particularly 
if precautions are not taken to warm up an engine before putting 
it under load. 
Cleaning the Oil Screen.-On some tractors the oil screen at 
the inlet of the oil pump is easily removed, and it should be re-
moved and cleaned frequently. On other tractors it is a good 
plan to remove the crankcase and clean the screen and wash 
and wipe the accumulated sludge from the inside of the engine 
once or twice a year. 
Oil Filters.-Most tractors are equipped with oil fi lters which 
remove harmful grit, dirt, and sludge from the oil as it is cir-
culated through the engine. Although a filter cannot remove 
all harmful mat erials or indefinitely prolong the life of an oil, 
it c'an help very materially in keeping the oil clean, and will 
F ig, H,-Service the oil fi lte r regulnrly. See 
ins truct ion book. T he oil fil ter when kept in good 
condi ti on, removes sludge. grit and dirt ; makes the 
oil las t longe r : and reduces engine wear. 
certainly aid in decreasing engine wear if it is carefully serviced 
at regu~ar intervals. If the filter is not serviced, it will become 
clogged so that little or no oil will flow through it. It will then do 
little or no good. 
Instructions for servicing the oil filter ar e f ound in the in-
struction book, and usually on the filter itself. The method of 
servicing depends upon the type of filter. The frequency of 
servicing varies with the type and size of filter. On many of the 
newer tractors where the filter is serviced by replacing the filter-
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ing element with a new one, a new element is put in each time 
the oil is changed. 
01L rlLTr," 
t:L&t1E"''' 
OIL IHTAK 
~c~"~N 
Fig. JS.-A c1ouee! oil filter and oil Icreen. T o 
avoid such trouble, drain the oil alld se rvice th e 
filt er regul a rly, The oil Icreen should be removed 
and clealled at least once a year. 
Detergents and Inhibitors.- Many of the better oils designed 
for use in heavy-duty engines like tractor engines, have certain 
materials, known as inhibitors and detergents, added to them. 
Inhibitors tend to prevent or slow down the deterioration of the 
oil due to high engine temperatures Detergents, acting much 
the same as soap does in water, tend to keep impurities and 
contaminants which get into the oil, in solution instead of al-
lowing them to form deposits inside the engine. A detergent 
oil tends to "wash" the inside of the engine and keep it cleaner, 
but in so doing the oil becomes black and appears dirty much 
sooner than an oil without such detergent action. Therefore, 
the fact that an oil soon darkens in use does not necessarily 
indicate that it is of poorer quality than an oil which retains its 
original color for a longer period. 
CARE AND LUBRICATION OF THE TRANSMISSION 
The transmissions, differentials, and finial drive gears cxf 
modern tractors seldom cause trouble or need repairing if they 
are properly lubricated. If, through neglect, however, a trans-
mission becomes damaged, repairs are usually expensive. The 
main precautions are: 
1. Use good transmission oil of the proper viscosity or S, A, E. 
No. 
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2. Change the oil at regular intervals. 
It is advisable to change the oil regularly in order to avoid the 
danger of serious wear and corrosion, due to deterioration of the 
oil and contamination with metal wearings, dirt, water, etc. 
(Some moisture condenses from the air inside the gear cases 
with ext reme changes in temperature.) 
It is a good plan to: 
1. Drain the transmission, differential, and gear cases at least 
once a year, preferably when the oil is warm. 
2. Refill with kerosene or tractor f uel, if so recommended iri 
the instruction book, and run the tractor for about a minute 
to flush out the old oil and accumulated sediment. 
3. Then refill to the proper level with a good grade of trans-
mission oil of suitable viscosity, usually S. A. E. 140 or 160 
for summer work. 
Fig . .1 6.-Transmil8ion B. d if'f erenti ah nnd fi nal 
dr ive gears Beldam need repai r inll' if they are 
properly lubric:>ted. See instruction book for recom· 
mended practicOl. 
Many operators use the t r ansmission oil longer than one season 
before changing; particularly in large tractors holding 10 to 15 
gallons. While this may be done, there is some element of r isk 
in using the oil too long. 
If tractors are used much in cold weather, the transmission 
oil should be drained and replaced with a lighter weight oil, 
usually S. A. E. 9'0; or the heavier oil may be thinned with 
kerosene or light motor oil, in accor dance with recommendations 
in the instruction book. It is essential that the oil be thin 
enough to flow when the tractor is used. Otherwise, bearings 
and gears may chip or wear r apidly, necessitating expensive 
repairs. If the lighter oil is put in for winter work, or if the oil 
is thinned, then it must be drained and repl lj.ced with a heavier 
oil before heavy spring work starts. 
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Belt Pulley Gears.-The belt pulleys on most tractors are 
driven through bevel gears in a section of the transmission case. 
These gears are generally lubricated by the oil from the trans-
mission case, and certain precautions must be taken with some 
tractors to insure that these gears are adequately lubricated if 
the tractor is used for long periods at belt work. Such special 
precautions are listed in the instruction books. It is usually 
best to have the tractor level or nearly level when doing the 
belt work to insure good lubrication of the belt pulley drive 
gears. 
FRONT WHEEL BEARINGS 
Lubricating Front Wheel Bearings.-Front wheels and bear-
ings should be removed, washed with gasoline, repacked with 
fresh grease, and adj usted at least once per year. It is usually 
advisable to replace the grease seals at the same time. 
Fig. 17 .-Front wheel bearinlll ahou ld bo cleaned. packed witb frelh IIreale. and ad-
j ulled at least once a ;venr. 
Two different practices are followed in lubricating front 
wheel bearings. On front wheels without grease gun fittings, a 
tablespoon of special fibrous wh el-bearing grease is work d into 
each bearing at the time it is cleaned and r -lubricated. No 
more grease is added until the n xt time th b arings are taken 
down for cleaning. 
On wheels with gr ase gun fittings, the bearings are packed 
as described in the preceding paragraph, except that a larger 
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quantity of grease is packed in each bearing and regular pressure 
gun grease is used. Then a little grease is added once every day 
with the grease gun. Just enough grease should be added 
each day to keep a little working out of the bearing. This keeps 
dust from working in. 
Adjusting the Front Wheel Bearings.-When the bearings are 
properly adjusted, the wheels will rotate freely, yet there will be 
no end play. A good method of adjusting is to tighten the ad-
justing nut until the wheel begins to drag, and then back the nut 
off one-sixth to one-third turn. 
VALVE ADJUSTMENT AND MAINTENANCE 
Leaky valves cause 'a loss of power and a waste of fuel. If an 
engine is operated with a leaking valve, the trouble will likely 
become rapidly worse, and the valve itself may become burned 
beyond repair. The valve seat in the cylinder head or engine 
block may also be seriously damaged. It is usually a good plan 
to remove the valves and clean and regrind them once a year. 
Whenever valve trouble develops, however, it should be remedied 
as soon as possible. If a valve is suspected of leaking, the com-
pression of the engine should be tested. 
Testing Compression.-The compression of an engine is a 
good indication of its general condition. An engine with uneven 
compression in the cylinders or with poor compression cannot 
develop its full power 'and it will be wasteful of fuel. Also, the 
condition will soon become worse if it is not remedied. 
To test compression, run the engine until warm and then stop 
it and turn it over slowly with a crank, noting the "springiness" 
of the resistance to cranking as each cylinder comes on com-
pression. If the engine has a strong tendency to rebound each 
time a cylinder comes on compression, the compression is good. 
If not, it may be assumed that the compression is leaking past 
the valves or piston rings. Leakage past the valves can often 
be detected by listening at the intake and exhaust manifolds while 
the cylinder being tested is brought up on compression. Leakage 
past the piston may be heard through the crankcase breather or 
the oil filler cap. Another method of testing for piston ring 
leakage is to squirt some heavy oil into the cylinder through the 
spark plug hole. This will temporarily restore compression if 
the compression loss is past the rings. 
Valve Sticking.-If compression ' is leaking past a valve, the 
trouble may be due to a binding of the valve stem in the valve 
guide, causing it to "stick" or remain partly open. If a valve 
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Fi l{. IS.-Altbough comprellion may be 
tested by (eelina tbe ru i. tance to crankina. 
use of n ,aae i. better. The cnmprellion 
I hould be about the s me in all cyllnden. The 
comprellion te. t indicate. the ,eneral condi· 
tion of the enilne. 
F ii. 19.- Keep the valve tappetl adjulted to 
th e specified cleara nce. (See instruction book.) 
L~nky valve •• oon burn and become worse. 
is suspected of sticking, (in a valve-in-head engine) the valve 
cover may be removed and the engine started and allowed to run 
slowly, while kerosene is squirted on the valve stem. Although 
the kerosene may loosen the valve and give temporary relief, it 
would probably be best to remove the valves and clean them and 
grind them at the first opportunity. 
When valves become stuck, the cause of the trouble should 
be determined if possible, and precautions taken to prevent its 
recurrence. Valve sticking may be caused by the accumulation 
of gummy deposits on the valve stem and guide or by misalign-
ment or warping of these parts. In either case the trouble may 
be caused by high valve temperatures resulting from scale 
deposits in the cylinder head, overloading the motor, or operating 
on too lean a mixture. Gummy deposits may also be caused by 
use of poor quality oil or fuel, or by faulty lubrication. 
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Grinding VaIves.-While it is possible to grind valves by hand, 
it is usually best to have this work done by an experienced me-
chanic with special precision grinding equipment. The tractor 
owner may save some expense by removing the engine head, in 
the ease of valve-in-head engines, and taking it to the repair 
shop, and then reassembling the engine himself after the valve 
grinding job is done. 
Valves that are warped or badily pitted or burned should be 
replaced. When valves are replaced it is usually best to use the 
newer type of stainless steel valves if available. 
Adjusting the Valve-tappet Clearance.-There should be a 
small :amount of clearance between the end of the valve stems 
and the . rocker arms or valve lifters, so that the valves will not 
be held off their seats when the various engine parts expand 
due to heat. A valve held off its seat would leak and overheat 
and soon become burned or pitted. The correct amount of 
clearance varies on different engines from about 8 to 20 thou-
sandths of an inch. " Specific instructions for each particular 
engine should, therefore, be obtained from the instruction book. 
On some engines the clearance is set with the engine cold, but 
on most, with the engine hot. If the adjustment is made hot, 
special precautions should be taken to have the engine thoroughly 
warmed up. 
The tappet clea,rance must be 'adjusted after the valves are 
ground, and should be checked occasionally thereafter and ad-
justed whenever necessary. The clearance should also be re-
adjusted whenever the cylinder head bolts are tightened on 
valve-in-head engines. 
To check the clearances, turn each cylinder to about dead 
center at the end of compression stroke. * In this position both 
valves are closed, 'and the tappet clearances can be checked with 
a thickness or feeler gage. Adjusting screws and lock nuts are 
provided for changing the adjustments when needed. Always 
recheck the "adjustment after tightening the lock nuts. After 
valve tappet clearances on the valves of one cylinder are checked, 
the engine is turned a half round (in case of a four-cylinde! 
engine) to bring another cylinder to position for checking. 
'One may know when a cylinder is at the end of compression stroke by anyone of several 
ways such as by removing the spark plug, placing the thumb over the hole and noting when 
the compression is greatest; or turning the engine a little less than half a round after the 
intake valve closes; or stopping iust after a spark is delivered to that particular cylinder 
(assuming that the spa1'kplug wires are ,m,pl!1'ly co .... ected). 
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ADJUSTING ENGINE BEARINGS 
Adjustment of connecting rod and main bearings is very 
particular work, and usually should be done only by an experi-
enced mechanic. Fortunately, these bearings seldom require at-
tention if the engine is properly lubricated and carefully operated. 
Engine bearings' should not be allowed to run loose, or they 
will soon hammer out and will also likely wear the crankshaft 
out of round. Bearings on many tractors, particuarly older 
models, are 'adj usted by removing thin shims from between the 
bearing halves, and then securely tightening the bearing bolts 
and nuts. Care must be used not to get the bearings too tight. 
Bearings on most late model tractors are not adj ustable, but 
the thin precision bearing shells are replaceable, and when they 
become worn, are simply replaced with new ones. The bearing 
caps should never be filed in order to tighten bearings of this 
kind. 
It is a good plan to inspect the bearings once a year; and also 
to investigate in case any unusual knocking or hammering noise 
should develop in the engine. 
THE COOLING SYSTEM 
General Care.-Soft water or rain water should be used in the 
cooling system of a tractor if possible. Hard water will cause 
lime deposits on the wans of the water jackets and in the cylinder 
head and also in the radiator. These deposits hinder the transfer 
of heat and may cause serious overheating of the engine. Such 
overheating may develop in two ways: (1) As local hot spots in 
the cylinder or cylinder head, which may cause trouble without 
abnormally high radiator temperatures; 'and (2) general over-
heating. 
Dirt and rust also collect in the cooling system, and to pre-
vent excessive accumulations it is a good plan to drain and flush 
the system with clean water tWo or three times a season. 
Cold water should never be put into a hot engine; nor should 
hot water be put into :a cold engine, because of the danger of 
sudden expansion or contraction of parts resulting in cracking 
a cYlinder head or water jacket. 
Keep Outside of Radiator Core Clean.-Dust, leaves, chaff and 
such material should be kept from collecting around the outside 
of the radiator core as they hinder the cooling action of the 
radiator. Water or air under pressure may be used to clean out 
such material, or water may be thrown through the radiator 
opposite to the direction of air flow. Sometimes the fins on the 
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radiator tubes get mashed or bent. In such cases they should 
be carefully straightened so as not to break the bond between 
them .and the tubes, ·as this would hinder the transfer of heat 
from the tubes to the air. 
Cleaning the Cooling System.-It is a good plan to clean the 
cooling system at least once a year with a reputable commercial 
radiator cleaner, or with washing soda as follows: 
1. Fill the cooling system with a saturated solution of washing 
soda (two pounds of washing soda to four gallons of water). 
2. Leave the radiator cap off and run the engine until hot. 
3. Drain the system, flush with clean water, and then refill 
with clean water. 
The use of good commercial cleaners may prove simpler and 
more satisfactory. In cases of excessive .accumulation of scale, 
it may be necessary to resort to the use of muriatic acid solutions, 
followed by a filling of water with two or three handfuls of wash-
ing soda added to neutralize the .acid, and finally by thorough 
flushing with clean water. Muriatic acid solution may be made 
by adding one part of acid to seven parts of water. The solution 
should be left in the cooling system for 36 hours without running 
the engine. 
The best way of avoiding trouble from scale, rust, dirt, etc. in 
the cooling system is to use clean soft water, and to drain and 
flush the system with clean water a few times during the season. 
Adjustment of the Fan Belt.-The fan belt should be adjusted 
just tight enough to prevent slippage. There should be % to 
Fig. 20.-V type fall belts 
should have ~ to 1 inch slack. 
linch of slack in V belts at a point about midway between 
pulleys. See Fig. 20. A flat belt will need to be tighter. Running 
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the belt too tight puts undue strain on water pump or generator 
bearings, if these accessories are driven from the same belt. 
The Water Pump.-Many pumps require special water pump 
grease, which is water repellant and does not readily melt and 
mix with water. Pumps should not be overlubricated, as the 
excess grease may get into the inside of the cooling system and 
mix with rust and dirt, and tend to coat over the inside pas-
sages of the cooling system. 
The packing on many types of pumps requires tightening oc-
casionally to compensate for wear and to prevent leakage. If a 
pump leaks or drips, some air will be sucked in through the leak 
and circulated through the cooling system when the tractor is in 
operation, increasing the tendency of parts to rust. 
Thermostats.-Some tractors are equipped with thermostats 
to prevent free circulation of the cooling water until it reaches 
the desired temperature. In time these thermostats may become 
damaged from overheating or from rust or scale and fail to 
work. They may either stick open or shut, or fail to open at 
the desired temperature. A thermostat may be removed and 
tested by suspending it in boiling water. If it opens promptly 
when immersed in boiling water and closes shortly after removal, 
it is probably all right. A better test would be to use a thermom-
eter and determine the exact temperature of opening. A faulty 
thermostat should be replaced with a new one. 
Hose Connections.-Rubber hose connections should be ex-
amined occasionally and replaced if necessary. After long use 
they may become soft and tend to collapse or the rubber may 
peel from the inside and tend to clog passages. 
Anti-Freezes.-Unless a tractor is to be used considerably in 
freezing. weather, it may be satisfactory simply to drain the 
cooling system at night or when the tractor is stopped to prevent 
freezing, and then to refill before starting the next time. If 
desired, an alcohol type of anti-freeze may be used, provided 
the tractor has a water pump and gasoline is to be burned. 
On tractors without a water pump, temperatures in the cool-
ing system would go above the boiling point of alcohol and boil 
it off. Permanent type of anti-freezes, usually compounded from 
ethylene glycol, should be used in tractors without water pumps, 
or if distillate is to be burned. When an alcohol anti-freeze 
is used, the strength of the solution should be tested frequently 
to make sure that it is strong enough to prevent freezing in the 
temperatures to be encountered. When a permanent type anti-
freeze is used,. it is particularly important that all gaskets and 
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hose connections be tight and in good condition. Cylinder head 
bolts should be tightened before it is installed. 
Caution: The engine should never be run even for one minute 
without having the cooling system filled. 
THE IGNITION AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
Select Proper Type Spark Plugs.-Different types of :Jpark 
plugs have different operating temperatures, depending primarily 
upon the length of porcelain insulator exposed inside t he com-
bustion chamber. A spark plug with a short insulator cools more 
rapidly and therefore operates at a lower temperatu re t han a 
plug with a long porcelain. A plug with a short length of porce-
lain exposed in t he combustion chamber is known as a cold plug 
and a plug with a long porcelain as a hot plug. See Fig. 21. Spark 
plugs should operate cool enough to give long life, yet hot enough 
to keep the insulator free from oil and soot deposits. 
F ig. 21.-Use proper type spark plug •. 
Plugs should have a heat range to SUIt the 
fuel, the eng ine, and th e operating cond it ions. 
Use hot plugs for di still ate and cold plu gs for 
gasoline; hotter plugs [or li ght service, colder 
plugs for heavy d u ty work. 
Sparks plugs of various heat r anges or operating t emperatures 
are designated by manufacturer's model numb~rs or letter s. 
The proper plugs for a given engine burning a given fuel can 
generally be determined from spark plug manufactur ers' char ts 
or from the maker or dealer selling the tractor. 
In general, gasoline-burning tractor s r equire cold plugs, and 
distillate-burning tractors require hot plugs. An engine operat -
ing continually under heavy loads may require colder (severe 
service) plug/3 than if operating under .light loads. Operation 
with the wrong type of plugs may cause loss of power and waste, 
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of fuel, besides fou ling, or rapid deterioration of the plugs. 
Fouling indicates that hotter plugs should be used; while rap id 
burning of points, or roughening or cracking of porcelains in-
dicate that colder plugs would be better. 
Cleaning Spark Plugs.-Spark plugs should be removed for 
cleaning and for inspection of t he gaps about every 200 hours 
of operation. A sand blast machine is probably best for clean-
ing the plugs. In cleaning the porcelains, care must be used 
not t o scratch them, as scratches will cause rapid accumulation 
of dirt and carbon. 
Fig. n.-Spark pluS! shou ld be cleaned and lbeir points adjusted every 
200 hours. Round reeler gage. arc better than fl at ones. Bend on ly the 
oLllside electrode to adj ust. A sett illIJ of 25 lhousand lh . of nil inch i. usuall y 
recommended. 
Adjust Spark Plug Gaps.-The instruction book should be 
consulted f or the cor rect spacing of the spark plug points. In 
the absence of specific instructions, the gaps should be set 
to about 25· thousandths of an inch. A round (wire type) feeler 
gage is inexpensive and is best for checking the gaps. Gaps that 
are too wide cause hard starting and missing under heavy loads, 
and gaps that are too narrow cause poor idling. 
In adjusting a spark plug, only the outside electrode should 
be bent-not the center one. Bending a center electrode may 
crack the porcelain insulator. 
Spark plugs should be r placed if the points are badly burned 
or if the porcelains are cracked or rough and pitted. 
Keep Spark Plug Wires Clean.- The outside of the spark 
plugs and the spark plug wires should be kept clean, as dirt will 
collect moisture and t end to short circuit or by-pass the current 
going to the plugs. Plug wires with cracked or broken insulation 
should be replaced. 
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CARE AND ADJUSTMENT OF THE MAGNETO 
The following points are important in the care and adjustment 
of the magneto: 
l. Oil or lubricate as directed in instruction book. Do not 
overlubricate. 
2. Keep the distributor clean, both inside and out. This may 
be accomplished by wiping occasionally with a clean cloth. 
3. Keep the breaker points smooth, clean, and adjusted to 
open the proper distance, usually about 15 thousandths of 
an inch. (See instruction book.) 
4. If the impulse starter becomes sluggish, flush it with kero-
sene or light motor oil. 
Distribu tor 
bearing 
oil cup 
Distributor cap 
Impulse coupling 
oil cup 
F ig. 23.-Points on magneto care: 1. Keep the distributor clean both 
inside and out. 2. Keep the breaker points clean and properly spaced. 
See instruction book. 3. Lubricate only as required. See mstruction book. 
Excess oil may damage the insulation on internal wiring of 
the magneto, and it will also collect dirt. If oil is allowed to 
get on the breaker points it may prevent a good contact between 
them. 
Dirt on the distributor parts, as well as on spark plugs and 
wires, will collect moisture which may short circuit the current 
'and thus cause misfiring. 
Dressing and Adjusting the Breaker Points.-Breaker points 
will in time become pitted or burned and will have to be dressed 
or replaced with new ones. Some points may be dressed with a 
fine sharp file, while others are so hard as to require the use of 
an oilstone. The surfaces of the points should be flat and clean, 
and should line up with each other and make firm contact. Some 
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manufacturers recommend that one point be slightly rounded to 
insure firm contact. 
If in doubt about dressing and adjusting the breaker points, 
or if troubles develop which cannot be remedied by the above 
simpie operations, the magneto should be taken or sent to an 
authorized service station, dealer's shop or branch house. When 
the magneto 'is returned it must then be installed and timed 
in accordance with instructions in the instruction book. 
The Impulse Starter.-The parts of the impulse starter must 
work freely in order to provide a hot spark while starting the 
engine. Even normal oiling of these parts may cause dirt to 
collect and result in sluggish action of the impulse starter unless 
it is flushed out occasionally with kerosene. 
The Storage Battery, Generator and Starter.-Storage bat-
teries on tractors give very little trouble if they are inspected 
and cared for regularly. The main precautions 'are: 
1. Do not overcharge the battery. 
2. Do not allow it to stand in a discharged condition. 
3. Add distilled water often enough to keep the liquid above 
the plates, usually after every 40 hours of service. 
4. Keep connections clean and tight. 
Overcharging at 'a high rate causes excess heating and plate 
wear and greatly shortens the life of a battery. Allowing a 
battery to stand discharged causes hardening of SUlphate on the 
plates which lowers the capacity and also shortens the battery 
life. There is 'also danger of freezing if a battery is allowed 
to stand discharged in cold weather. Batteries gradually be-
come discharged when not used. To overcome this, batteries in 
storage or out of use should be charged once a month. 
If a battery runs low on water, that part of the plates which 
is exposed to the air for any appreciable length of time becomes 
inactive. That is, the capacity of the battery is decreased. Re-
filling a battery with water containing minerals or other im-
purities may cause no apparent bad effects 'at the time, but it will 
decrease the ability of the battery to hold charge. 
Adjusting the Generator Charging Rate.-The charging rate 
of generators on tractors may be adjusted, and should be changed 
if necessary to prevent overcharging or undercharging. If a 
battery uses a great deal of water, it is an indication that it is 
being overcharged. When a tractor is running steadily all , day 
long, a charging rate of 2 or 3 amperes is usually enough to 
keep the battery well charged. When the tractor is not used 
stea1iily, the charging rate may need to be set higher. 
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Various methods are used on different generators for adjust-
ing the charging rates, such as changing the setting of the third 
brush, changing connections to a field resistance, or simply 
setting a control knob or dial in different positions. The instruc-
tion book usually indicates the method for any particular tractor. 
Lubrication of the Generator and Starter.-The generator 
and starting motor should be oiled with a few drops of motor 
oil occasionally as directed in the instruction book. Like most 
electrical apparatus, the generator and starter may be damaged 
by overlubrication. 
THE CLUTCH 
Clutch Adjustment.-Troubles that may develop if a clutch 
is not kept in adjustment are: (1) Difficulty in getting the clutch 
to completely disengage, thus causing hard shifting of gears, 
and (2) slipping under load. A slipping clutch wears rapidly 
and leads to trouble. The method of adjustment depends upon 
the type of clutch. Two general types of clutches are used on 
modern tractors: The spring-loaded or foot-operated clutch, 
and the over-center or hand-operated clutch. Usually the only 
adjustment required on the foot-operated type is in the pedal 
linkage. This linkage should be kept adjusted so that the pedal 
has a free movement of about 1 to 1112 inches before it starts 
to disengage the clutch. Hand-operated clutches are adjusted 
by" screw collars or clutch adjusting nuts. Such a clutch should 
be kept adjusted so that considerable force is required to snap 
the clutch lever into the engaged position. The operator should 
.be sure to push (or pull) the lever all the way in. Otherwise, 
the clutch will not be tightly engaged and will slip. 
It is important not to rest the foot on the clutch pedal as this 
increases the wear on the throw-out bearing, .and may also cause 
the clutch to slip. 
To prevent wear on clutch parts the clutch should not be kept 
disengaged very long with the engine running. It is much better 
to put the gear shift lever in neutral and then engage the 
clutch. 
Lubrication of the Clutch.-Only two parts of a clutch nor-
mally require lubrication: The clutch throw-out bearing and 
the pilot bearing in the center of the flywheel. Various methods 
are provided for lubricating these two bearirl.gs. On some trac-
tors the pilot bearing is lubricated through a drilledpass.age 
from the engine; on others it is lubricated by pressure gun; ~ 
on still others, no lubrication is required at all, the bearing being 
packed and sealed when it was made, or 'a graphite type bearing 
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being .used. The throw-out bearing is commonly lubricated by 
pressure gun. 
It is important that the clutch bearings not be over-lubricated, 
as excess grease would likely get on the friction discs and cause 
slipping. The instruction book should be consulted to learn the 
amount and frequency of greasing required. Usually a few 
strokes of the grease gun every 60 hours of operation is all that 
is needed. 
RUBBER TIRES 
The most important point in the care of tires is to keep them 
inflated to the recommended pressures. Both over-inflation and 
under-inflation are harmful. Over-inflation causes loss of trac-
tion, which results in slippage and rapid wear of treads. Under-
inflation allows buckling of the side walls and may le.ad to breaks 
in the cord fabric. Under-inflation may also allow the tire to 
slip on the rim a.nd damage the valve stem of the inner tube. 
The following table may be used as a guide for tire pressures: 
Simplified Table of Tractor Tire Pressures 
Front Tires-All Sizes 
4-ply tires ............................... :28 lbs. 
6-ply tires ................................ 36 lbs. 
ReOlr Tires-All Sizes 
Minimum pressure ........................ 12 lbs. 
When plowing incre.ase pressure in furrow 
wheel tire ...... ........................... 4 lbs. 
When using special heavy wheels, or when heavy im-
plements, as corn pickers, are mounted on tractor, 
increase inflation. See the instruction book or tractor 
or tire dealer for specific recommendations. 
Wheel Slippage.-.-:...If there is excessive wheel slippage with 
rubber tires, weight should be added to the wheels to give 
better traction. This may be done by putting water in the tires 
(or water with calcium chloride to prevent freezing) or by 
fastening cast iron or concrete weights to the hubs of the wheels. 
When weight is added to the wheels, then the instruction book 
or the tire or tractor dealer should be consulted for the proper 
inflation pressure to use. 
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HITCH ADJUSTMENTS 
As a tractor pulls, it shifts some of its weight from the front 
wheels to the rear ones. It is quite desirable that this shift 
take place to a certain extent. Added weight on the rear wheels 
gives better traction with less wheel slippage and lost power, 
and a reduction in weight on the front wheels, to a certain 
extent, makes for easier steering. If too much weight is shifted 
from front to rear, however, the tractor will be hard to steer 
because of insufficient weight on the front wheels, and there 
may be a tendency for the tractor to rear up in front. 
Fig. 24.-Tractor drawbar set too high. The I Fig. 2S.-Tractor drawbar set too low. The 
front wheels do not carry enough weight, caus· pull of the implement tends to reduce the 
ing clifficult steering and a tendency to rear , weight on the rear wheels and may cause 
up in front. serious wheel slippage. Also there may be too 
much weight on the front wheels, causing 
hard steering. 
The amount of weight that a tractor shifts from front to rear 
when it pulls is controlled by the vertical or up-and-down ad-
justment of the drawbar. Too high a hitch al.1ows too much 
weight to shift; and too low a hitch does not allow enough, re-
sulting in a loss of traction and wheel slippage. 
Height of Hitch also Affects Implement.-Since the height of 
drawbar will affect the operation of the plow or other implement 
pulled as well as the operation of the tractor itself, vertical 
adjustments are provided on plows and most other implements 
Fig. 26.-Hitching too .high places excessive Fig. 27.-Hitchinl!" too low lifts up on the 
w-j",ht ' n the front wheels and causes the rear front of the plow. The plow may run shallow 
of the plow to "bob" uP. increasing draft and and the p ' w' r lift wheel may slip when the 
wear on share points, lift i. tripped. 
also. Too high a hitch on a plow may cause the plow to run "on 
its nose" and the rear wheel to bob up and down; while too low 
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a hitch on the front of the plow may cause the plow to run too 
shallow. 
Horizontal Adjustment of Hitch Affects Both Tractor and 
Implement.-The best arrangement, where possible to use it, is 
to hitch the implement directly behind the center of the tractor. 
This avoids side draft and makes the tractor easy to steer. In 
plowing it is frequently impossible to hitch the plow directly 
behind the center of the tractor. A compromise hitch adjust-
Fig. 28.-When plowing with a wide·tread 
tractor. it is best to hitch about midway be-
tween the center line of the tractor and the 
center line of resistance of the plow. (If the 
tractor wheels are adj ustable, set them in to 
make the center line of tractor as near as 
possible to the center of line of resistance of 
the plow.) 
ment must then be made by hitching the plow clevis somewhere 
between the center position of the drawbar and the point directly 
ahead of the center of load on the plow. In case of too much 
side draft on the tractor, which causes difficult steering, the 
hitch may be shifted a little nearer the center of the tracto·r. 
On the other hand, if the hitch places too much side draft on 
the plow, making it tend to run sidewise too much, the hitch 
may be shifted a little nearer to the center of the load on the 
plow. The width of cut of the plow should be adjusted by chang-
ing the plow hitch. 
Swinging Drawbar.-For some work like pulling a disc harrow, 
it may be desirable to use a swinging drawbar, allowing the 
drawhar to line up with the line of pull. Such an arrangement 
makes for easy steering on turns. 
Hitches for Power Take-Off Work.-The drawbar hitch pin 
should be located back half wa.y between the first two universal 
joints of a power take-off drive. This enables short turns to 
be made without cramping or locking the universal joints. If the 
drawbar pin were just under the first universal joint, it would 
not be possible to make short turns. 
PREPARING A TRACTOR FOR STORAGE 
If a tractor is not to be used for several weeks, it is a good 
plan to prepare it for storage as follows, or as may be outlined 
in the instruction book, and store it in a clean dry place. 
1. Thoroughly lubricate the tractor as if getting it ready for 
work. 
2. Run the engine until it is thoroughly warm and then drain 
the crankcase and service the oil filter. Refill the crank-
case with flesh oil and run the engine idle for 15 or 20 
minutes. 
3. Drain the cooling system, and leave drains open. 
4. Remove the spark plugs, and after the engine is cold pour 
%. to l!2 teacup of good engine oil into each cylinder. Re-
place the plugs and crank the engine over several times to 
distribute the oil. 
5. Drain the fuel tanks and carburetor. Leave drain cocks 
open. Clean fuel sediment trap and fuel screens. 
6. Plug the end of the breather pipe and the exhaust pipe to 
guard against the entrance of moisture. 
7. If equipped with rubber tires, jack up and block under the 
tractor so the tires do not touch the ground. 
TRACTOR OPERATING EFFICIENCY AND COSTS 
In order to have high operating efficiency and low costs, it is 
important to : . 
l. Keep the tractor in good mechanical condition and adjust-
ment. "" 
2. Operate it under full load or as near full load as practical. 
3. Keep "it busy at useful work as much as possible. 
Efficiency is Highest near Full Load.-Tractors, like other 
machines, operate most efficiently when under full load or nearly 
full load. Wberever possible, therefore, tractors should be 
loaded to near full load. This can be done by using implements 
of a size suited to the size of the tractor; or a combination of 
implements, such as a spike-tooth harrow behind · a disc harrow, 
doing two operations .at once; or by operating in the highest 
practical gear. Such practices not only keep the tractor well 
loaded and operating efficiently, but they also make for more 
efficient use of the operator's time. The tractor should not be 
overloaded, however. It should be able to take a slightly greater 
load without an appreciable drop in engine speed. 
High Annual Use Makes for Low Daily Costs.-The hourly or 
daily cost of' service from a tractor depends to a large degree 
upon the total number of hours or days the tractor is used per 
year, the greater the amount of use per year the lower the 
hourly or daily cost. Therefore, it is wise to plan farm opera-
tions to keep the tractor, as well as other equipment, "as busy 
as practical. Certain items of expense, such as depreciation, 
interest, tl:\.xes, and insurance costs, go on .all the time, regardless 
of whether the tractor is idle or in use. 
